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stantly shifted between high points and low points, relying 
for its continuance on repeated proofi of friendship. l recall, 
for instance, the important part that Paul played on the 
occasion when I was awarded the Grillparzer Prize-how 
he alone, apart from my companion, saw through the 
contrived absurdity of the award ceremony and hit upon 
the proper designation for such a grotesque: a piece of' 

genuine Austrian pe,jidy. I recall that I bought a new suit 
for the occasion, believing that I could not appear at the 
Academy of Sciences unless I wore a suit. Accompanied 
by my companion, I went to an outfitters in the Kohlmarkt 
and chose one that seemed appropriate. Having tried it 
on, I decided to go on wearing it. It was gray-black, and 
I believed that in this gray-black suit I would be better 
able to play my part than in my old suit. On the morning 
of the ceremony I still regarded the conferment of the 
prize as a great occasion. It was the hundredth anniversary 
of Grillparzer's death, and to be singled out for the award 
of the Grillparzer Prize on the hundredth anniversary of 
the poet's death seemed to me a signal distinction. Pm 
now being honored by the Austrians, I thought, by my 
fellow countrymen, who up to now have done nothing 
but kick me, and, what's more, by the award of the 
Grillparzer Prize. I really thought I had reached some 
peak of achievement. It is possible that my hands were 
trembling that morning, and that I was somewhat light
headed. That the Austrians, having previously scorned or 
ignored me, should be giving me their highest award 

struck me as a kind of overdue compensation. It was not 
without a certain pride that I emerged from the clothing 
store into the Kohlmarkt, wearing my new suit, and 
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walked over to the Academy of Sciences. Never in my 
life have l walked along the Kohlmarkt and the Graben 

and past the Gutenberg monument with such a sense of 
elation. Yet although I felt elated, I cannot say that I felt 
comfortable in my new suit. It is always a mistake to buy 
clothes under supervision-in company, so to speak-and 

I had made the_ mistake yet again: the new suit was too 

tight. All the same, I probably look quite good in my 

new suit, I thought as I arrived in front of the Academy 
of Scie_nces with my companion and Paul. If one disregards 
the money that goes with them, there is nothing in the 
world more intolerable than award ceremonies. I had 
already discovered this in Germany. They do nothing to 
enhance one's standing, as l had believed before I received 

my ffrst prize, but actually lower it, in the most embar
rassing fashion. Only the thought of the money enabled 
me to endure these ceremonies; this was my sole motive 
for visiting various ancient city halls and tasteless assembly 
rooms-. -until the age of forty. I submitted to the indignity 
of these award ceremonies-until the age of forty. I let 
them piss on me in all these city halls and assembly 
rooms, for to award someone a prize is no different from 

pissing on him. And to receive a prize is no different 
G from allowing oneself to be pissed on, because one is being 

paid for it. I have always felt that being awarded a prize 

was not an honor but the greatest indignity imaginable. 

For a prize is always awarded by incompetents who want 

to piss on the recipient. And they have a pe,fect right to 

do so, because he is base and despicable enough to receive 
it. Only in extremities, when one's life and existence are 
threatened-and only until the age of forty-is one jus-
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tified in receiving any prize or distinction, with or without 

an accompanying sum of money. When I received my 
prizes I did not have. the excuse that I was suffering 
extreme hardship or that my life and existence were 
threatened; hence by receiving them I made myself not 

only low and contemptible but positively vile, in the truest 
sense of the word. On the· way to receive the Grillpirzer 
Prize, however, I believed that this time it was different. 
The prize carried no emolument. The Academy of Sciences 
meant something, I told myself, and its prize meant 

something. And as the three of us arrived in front of the 

Academy I believed that this prize was exceptional, since 
it was called the Grillparzer Prize and was being conferred 
by the Academy of Sciences. And as I walked across to 

· the Academy of Sciences I actually thought it likely that 

I would be received outside the building, as seemed ap
propriate, and with the appropriate respect. But there was 
no one there to receive me. I waited in the entrance hall 
for a good quarter of an hour with my friends, but no one 
recognized me, let alone received me, even though my 
friends and I spent the whole time looking around. No 
one took the slightest notice of us as hordes of people 

streamed in and took their seats in the crowded assembly 
room. In the end I decided that we should simply follow 

the crowd. I decided to take my place in the middle of 
the room, where there were still a few empty seats, and 
went and sat there with my friends. By the time we had 

taken our seats the room was full, and even the minister 

had taken her place in the first row in front of the dais. 
The Vienna Philharmonic was nervously tuning up, and 
the president of the Academy of Sciences, a man by 'the 
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name of Hunger, was running excitedly to and fro on the 
dais, while only I and my friends knew what was holding 

up the ceremony. Several members of the Academy were 
running back and forth on the dais, looking for the central 
figure in the proceedings. Even the minister turned and 
looked around the room in all directions. Suddenly one 

of the gentlemen on the dais caught sight of me sitting 

in the middle of the room and, whispering something in 

the president's ear, left the dais and- began to make his 
way toward me. It was not easy for him to pass along the 
row of seats, which were all occupied, to where I was 
sitting. Everyone in the row had to stand up. They did 

so only reluctantly, and I saw the malignant glances that 
were directed at me. It occurred to me that it had been a 

monstrous idea of mine to sit in the middle of the room, 
causing the utmost difficulty to the gentleman who was 
trying to reach me (and who of course was a member of 
the Academy). Obviously nobody ~ere has recognized 
you, I thought at once, except for this gentleman. By the 
time he reached my place all eyes were fixed on me-and 
what reproachful, penetrating looks they gave me! An 
academy that gives me a prize and doesn't know me from 

Adam, and then sends me reproachful, penetrating looks 

6 because I haven't made myself known, deserves to be 

treated with even greater contempt, I thought. Finally the 
gentleman pointed out to me that my proper place was 

not where I was sitting but in the front row beside the 
minister, so would I please go to the front row and sit 

next to her. I did not obey, because the request was made 
in a rather disagreeable and arrogant tone, and with such 
a sickening assurance of victory that, to preserve my self-
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respect, I had to refuse to accompany him toward the dais. 
lie" Hunger himself should come, I said; it was for the 

president of the Academy himself, not just anybody, to invite 
me to approach the dais. It would have given me the 

greatest pleasure to get up and leave the Academy of 

Sciences with my friends, without receiving the prize. 
But I stayed where I was. I was locked in my own cake. 
There was no. way out. I had made a cage for myself out 

of the Academy of Sciences. Finally the president of the 
Academy came down and accompanied me toward the 

dais. No sooner had I sat down next to the minister than 

my friend Paul, unable to contain himself any longer, 
burst into a peai of laughter that shook the whole room 

and continued until the Philharmonic began to play. A 
few speeches were made about Grillparzer and a few words 

said about me. Altogether the talking went on for an hour; 

as is customary on such occasions, there was far too much 
talking, and naturally it was all nonsense. The minister 
slept through the speeches, snoring audibly, and woke up 
only when the Philharmonic struck up again. When the 
ceremony was over, as many people as possible crowded 
round the minister and President Hunger. No one took 
any further notice of me. Before my friends and I left the 

assembly room, I heard the minister: cry out: Where's the 

budding poet? By this time I had had enough and left the 
Academy of Sciences as fast as I could. No money and 

being pissed on-. -that was intolerable. I ran out into the 

street, more or less dragging my friends after me, and I 
can still hear Paul saying to me as we· left: You've let 

yourself be abused! These people have pissed on you! It's true, 

. I thought, they really have pissed on you. They>ve pissed 
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on you again, as always. But you allowed yourself to be 
pissed on, I thought, and, what's more, in the Viennese 
Academy of Sciences. Before going to the Sacher with my 
friends to digest this whole perverse prize-giving procedure 
over a boiled fillet of beef, I went back to the outfitter's 
in the Kohlmarkt where I had bought my new suit before 
the ceremony. I told them that it was too tight and I 

wanted a new one. I said this with such insolent emphasis 
that the staff did not demur, but at once set about finding 
me a new suit. I took one or two off the rack and tried 
them on, finally choosing the most comfortable. I paid a 
small additional sum and kept the suit on. When I was 
back in the street, it struck me that before long somebody 
else would be running around in Vienna in the suit I had 
worn for the conferment of the Grillparzer Prize at the 
Academy of Sciences. The thought amused me. I had 
equally clear evidence of Paul's strength of character on 
another occasion, when · I receiv~d the State Prize for 
Literature (long before the Grillparzer Prize). This ended 
in what the newspapers called a scandal. The encomium 
delivered by the minister in the audience chamber of the 
ministry was utter nonsense, because he merely read out 
from a sheet of paper what had been written down for 
him by one of his officials charged with literary affairs. 
He said, for instance, that I had written a novel about 
the south seas, which of course I had not. And although 
I have been an Austrian all my life, the minister stated 

that I was Dutch. He also stated that I specialized in 
adventure novels, though this was news to me. More than 
once during his encomium he said that I was a foreigner·, 
a visitor to Austria. By this stage I was no longer annoyed 
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self to be by the idiocies he read out. I knew that this imbecile t[ 
Viennese from Styria could not be blamed, because before becoming 
with my a minister he had been secretary to the Chamber of i 

I 

,rocedure Agriculture in Graz, with special responsibility for stock 

outfitter's breeding. Stupidity was written all over his face, as it is 

11it before over the faces of all ministers without exception. It was 

:ht and I distasteful, but not annoying, and I was able to eddure 

emphasis his speech without difficulty. It then fell to me to say a 

1t finding few words, by way of thanks for the. prize, as it were. 

and tried Just before the ceremony, in great haste and with the 

I paid a greatest reluctance, I had jotted down a few sentences, 

en I was amounting to. a small philosophical digression, the upshot 

omebody of which was that man was a wretched creature and death 

uit I had a certainty. After I had delivered my speech, which lasted 
ze at the altogether no more than three minutes, the minister, who 
e. I had had understood nothing of what I had said, indignantly 
racter on jumped up from his seat and shook his fist in my face. 
Prize for Snorting with rage, he called me a curr in front of the 
iiis ended whole assembly and then left the chamber, slamming the 
ICOffiJUm glass door behind him with such force that it shattered 
1er of the into a thousand fragments. Everybody present jumped up 

read out and watched in astonishment as the minister stormed out. 

iown for For a moment complete silence reigned, as they say. And ,. 
i 

y affairs. then the strangest thing happened: the whole assembly, 

,el about whom I can describe only as an opportunistic rabble, 

although rushed after the minister, though not without shouting 

ter stated curses and brandishing their fists at me as they went. I 

aliz.ed in clearly remember the clenched fist that Herr Henz, the 

[ore than president of the Art Senate, brandished at me, and all the I' 

oreigner, other marks of respect I was shown at that moment, as 

annoyed the whole assembly, consisting of a few hundred kept 
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artists, most of them writers-colleagues. of mine, one 
might say-together with their hangers-on, raced through 

the shattered glass door in pursuit of the minister. I will 
refrain from mentioning names, as I have no wish to 
appear in court over such a ludi.crous matter, but they 
were the best known, most celebrated, and most respected 

names in Austrian letters. They all raced out of the 
audience chamber and down the stairs after the minister, 

leaving me standing there with my companion. Like a 
leper. None of them stayed behind with us; they all rushed 
out, past the buffet that had been prepared for them, and 

followed the minister down the stairs-all except Paul. 
He was the only one who stayed with me and my com
panion, horrified, yet at the same time amused, by the 
incident. Later, when they could safely do so, a few of 
those who had at first disappeared slunk back and joined 
me in the audience chamber. This little group finally got 
around to discussing where to go for. a meal in order to 
choke down the whole ridiculous episode. Years later Paul 
and I would go through the names of those who had raced 

after this brainless Styrian politician in their unscrupulous 
subservience to the state and its ministers, and we knew 
why each of them had done so. The following day the 

Austrian newspapers carried reports of how Bernhard the 
nest fouler had insulted the minister, when in fact the 

opposite was the case: the minister Piffi-Percevic had 

insulted the writer Thomas Bernhard. However, the event 

drew fitting comment abroad, where people do not have 

to rely on the Austrian ministries and their involvement 
in artistic subventions. Accepting a prize is in itself an act 
of perversity, my friend Paul told me at the time, but 


